1. Using a hacksaw, dremel or whatever you are comfortable with, begin by cutting off the two panel extensions as shown in Figure 1.

2. Two paper templates are provided and marked “Passenger Side” and “Driver Side” accordingly. We show the driver’s side at right.

3. The three small ovals on the template should line up with the mounting recesses on the panel as shown in Figure 2.

4. Lay the template on the panel aligning the marks as shown in Figure 3. You can do this visually and by feel.

5. Using an awl or similar, mark the center of the 3” circle through the paper and into the panel as shown in Figure 4.

6. Double check the position of this mark, use the measurements on page 2 of this guide.

7. Use a 3” hole saw to cut a hole in the panel using the mark as center point. Your panel will now appear as in Figure 8 of the general instructions.

8. The 3” hole will provide a little extra room to ease re-installation of the panel over the bag hanger bracket and allow for variances in hole location.

9. Repeat on the other side of the panel and continue with installation.
Location Confirmation

Use this procedure to confirm the location of the holes to be made in the panel:

1. Cut the panel as detailed previously and shown in Figure 1.

2. Measure and mark a spot along the bottom (newly cut) edge of the panel 9" from the corner as shown in Figure 2.

3. Measure and mark a spot along the top edge of the panel 8.625" (8 5/8") from the corner as shown in Figure 3.

4. Draw a line that connects these two marks as shown in Figure 4. Now measure from the top edge and mark a spot 2.625" (2 5/8") along the line.

5. These marks should appear within 1/2" of the marks made using the provided template. There is variance based on how the panel was cut in step one.

6. Use a 3" hole saw to cut a hole in the panel using the initial mark as the center point. Your panel will now appear as in Figure 8 of the general instructions.

7. The 3" hole will provide a little extra room to ease re-installation of the panel over the bag hanger bracket and allow for variances in hole location.

8. Repeat on the other side of the panel and continue with installation.
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Please verify scale of print out by measuring the circle above
Driver Side
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